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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Precise and selective modulation of biochemical reactions in living systems has been harvesting more and more interest in the latest years, due to its enormous therapeutic potential. Intracellular reduction-oxidation reactions trigger important physiological and pathological processes, being at the base both of cell metabolism, differentiation and proliferation, and of vital functions such as cellular respiration, homeostasis, and excitability ([@bib10], [@bib54]).

Several chemical tools have been successfully developed to target different sub-cellular organelles and redox-based specific functions, leading to unprecedented understanding and effective modulation of metabolism ([@bib45]). Unfortunately, the biochemical approach presents several drawbacks, being irreversible and time consuming, scarcely tunable and with limited spatiotemporal resolution. Physical stimuli, including ultrasound, heat, and electrical and magnetic stimulations, have been proposed as a valuable alternative to overcome these limitations ([@bib9], [@bib19], [@bib50], [@bib18], [@bib32]).

Modulation of redox signaling by light excitation is one of the most promising strategies, offering unrivalled resolution both in space and time, full reversibility, high versatility, and minimal invasiveness ([@bib40], [@bib22], [@bib25]). The lack of natural absorbers, however, implies the need for developing suitable tools for efficient and reliable phototransduction. As recently reviewed in ([@bib3]), two different approaches have been developed so far, based either on optogenetic tools, or on the use of exogenous, photocatalytic materials. The second possibility, although usually providing limited selectivity, allows for avoiding viral transfer and for working at light power density lower or comparable to those required by optogenetics. Moreover, exogenous stimulation can rely on a wide library of both inorganic and organic materials, in the form of micro- and nano-shaped devices ([@bib46], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib47], [@bib20], [@bib21]). Even though inorganic materials offer higher photoelectrochemical activity and stability with respect to organic ones, their poor long-term biocompatibility strongly limited their applicability *in vivo* so far ([@bib12], [@bib13]). Contrariwise, organic compounds offer a reliable, biocompatible alternative, supported by flexible fabrication methods and easy tuning of the optical and electrochemical properties. Conjugated polymers have found a central role in a wide variety of biotechnological applications thanks to their superior biocompatibility and long-term stability in a biological environment ([@bib35]). Mixed ionic/electronic conductivity typical of conducting polymers, coupled to good electrochemical stability, has been exploited for the realization of protein-functionalized electrodes ([@bib29]). In this context, the use of light as a physical stimulus may offer interesting paths, alternative to electrical stimulation, for selective and touchless modulation of the cell functions. It has been demonstrated that, upon photostimulation, thin films of a prototypical organic semiconductor, namely poly-3-hexyl-thiophene (P3HT), exhibit a stable and efficient photocatalytic activity in aqueous environment ([@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib37], [@bib43]). Very recently, P3HT-based nanoparticles have been reported to efficiently modulate reactive oxygen species (ROS) production and intracellular Ca^2+^ trafficking ([@bib48], [@bib6], [@bib36]). Semiconducting polymer nanoparticles, in particular, are emerging as highly promising tools in advanced biophotonics, not only for highly sensitive molecular imaging but also for touchless modulation of biological events, including protein ion channels physiology and physiopathology, enzymatic activity, and gene expression ([@bib19], [@bib30], [@bib32]). Potentially endless opportunities in polymer organic synthesis together with high versatility of organic devices fabrication technologies are paving the way to the next-generation of biophotonics therapeutic approaches. Few other organic nanobiocatalysts have been also reported for efficient photoactivation of intracellular redox signaling, including other organic semiconducting polymers ([@bib30], [@bib31], [@bib51]) and carbon-based nanomaterials ([@bib8], [@bib17], [@bib27]). However, the functional interaction among visible light, semiconducting polymers, and protein redox activity has been considered to a very limited extent, so far, as a possible choice for cell metabolism control ([@bib24]). The successful implementation of this approach cannot overlook the detailed understanding and characterization of the photochemical and photophysical processes occurring at the hybrid interface between the light-sensitive organic material and the physiologically relevant intracellular targets, first in a simpler, extracellular environment and successively in the cell cytosol. Efforts are being directed toward the quantification of photogenerated moieties in water environment, as reactive oxygen species ([@bib16]), the research being still at a very embryonal stage.

In this work, we focus on the functional interaction between regio-regular P3HT and a protein of pivotal importance in the respiratory chain, Cytochrome *c* (CytC). The latter is located in intramembrane space of mitochondria, and it can associate with integral membrane proteins across the inner membrane of mitochondria. CytC has a crucial role in the final reactions of oxidative phosphorylation, which leads to the ATP synthesis, being responsible for the transfer of one electron from complex III to complex IV through its heme C group ([@bib39], [@bib53]). Several mitochondrial diseases are directly linked to alterations in physiological functions of the transmembrane respiratory complexes ([@bib15]), among which pathologies as tubulopathy, encephalopathy, and liver failure are associated to complex III deficiency ([@bib28]). Therefore, the possibility of introducing on-demand electron transfer actuators in the respiratory chain is raising more and more interest as possible therapeutic treatment.

Here, we successfully couple the photocatalytic activity of P3HT thin films with the redox properties of CytC, in an extracellular environment. Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) offers the unique opportunity to characterize the reactivity at the interface with a high spatial and temporal resolution ([@bib26], [@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib44]), giving an insight on the local electrochemical processes promoted by the light at the interface. By means of SECM and spectro-electrochemistry, we demonstrate that polymer photoexcitation deterministically leads to CytC reduction. Furthermore, we provide evidences of the occurrence of direct electron transfer reactions at the polymer/CytC interface.

Besides, a mitochondria-targeting strategy still needs to be developed; the capability to finely, optically tune the CytC activity may open interesting perspectives in the study of mitochondria pathophysiological conditions, providing a versatile, minimally invasive, and highly localized tool to modulate the intracellular redox state.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

Photocurrent Generation in Hybrid P3HT/Electrolyte:CytC Interfaces {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent literature showed that P3HT thin films exposed to saline solutions (KRH and NaCl) fully preserve the capability to generate photocurrent upon visible light excitation ([@bib11]). In this work, we adopt highly controllable experimental conditions, by exposing P3HT thin films deposited on top of ITO conductive substrates (ITO/P3HT) to a neutral phosphate buffer solution (PB, 4 mM, pH 7.4). The photocurrent action spectrum, measured in a two-electrode configuration and at the open circuit potential (V~oc~, 0.17 V versus Ag/AgCl), does not show relevant differences as compared with the P3HT photocurrent spectrum in solid phase or in other hybrid solid/liquid devices ([@bib2]). We observe a symbatic behavior, with maximum current density at 550 nm and two shoulders at 470 nm and 600 nm ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, red dotted line). The origin of the current signal has been unambiguously identified with photofaradaic reactions occurring at the polymer surface, in particular oxygen reduction processes ([@bib5]). Briefly, upon photoexcitation, polaron states are generated on ultrafast timescales within the polymer bulk. Noteworthy, penetration of water within the polymer bulk has been reported to considerably increase the surface area and to establish a volumetric interfacial capacitance ([@bib49]). Excited states can dissociate into free charges, electrons, and holes, at the diffused electrolyte and ITO interfaces, respectively. Previous reports show that the ITO contact acts as a holes sink, whereas electrons give rise to oxygen reduction processes in the liquid phase, thus sustaining a photocurrent of faradaic origin. The metastable superoxide radical anion O~2~^-^ is then expected to undergo a rapid dismutation process (*k* = 5 x 10^5^ M^−1^s^−1^, according to ([@bib38])) leading to formation of hydrogen peroxide (H~2~O~2~). A quantitative evaluation of the process efficiency and its spatial extension is of a paramount importance for any possible perspective application in the optical modulation of the intracellular activity. To face this challenge, we employ SECM technique, focusing our attention on H~2~O~2~ detection upon polymer photoexcitation ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). It has been widely demonstrated that nanoporous black platinum (BP)-modified electrodes can selectively detect H~2~O~2~ with high sensitivity ([@bib1], [@bib26], [@bib33], [@bib34]). In this work, BP ultramicroelectrodes were employed as SECM probe to locally sense photoinduced H~2~O~2~ production at the ITO/P3HT/electrolyte interface (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A for a schematic representation and [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} section for details of the experimental setup). The SECM probe was positioned at a distance of about 25 μm from the substrate by performing approach curves (see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Once positioned, scan lines were carried out at constant height along the x-direction on the illuminated area of the sample ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). P3HT is photoexcited by the filtered emission of a mercury lamp, focused on the sample through a microscope objective. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B (lower panel) shows the oxidation current recorded at the BP microelectrode as a function of the linear displacement along the x-direction of the scanning working electrode. The current intensity profile is in agreement with the Gaussian profile of the excitation beam (upper panel). The current signal is due to the oxidation of H~2~O~2~ at the BP electrode, the signal being proportional to the amount of H~2~O~2~ generated at the polymer/electrolyte interface upon photostimulation. Control measurements on polymer in dark condition and on ITO upon illumination (blue and black curves, respectively) do not show significant H~2~O~2~ generation, as no oxidation current is recorded at the probe electrode, as expected. Therefore, the generation of H~2~O~2~ is spatially localized within the illuminated area of P3HT thin film (red curve). The temporal evolution of H~2~O~2~ production upon photostimulation at a distance of 20--25 μm from the substrate (illumination duration, 100 s) is also monitored by chronoamperometry ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). The fast-current transient recorded at the beginning of the trace is due to the charging of the double layer. The current signal associated to H~2~O~2~ production by photoexcited P3HT (red curve) shows a 2.5 higher signal as compared with control, thus indicating substantial H~2~O~2~ production. Based on the measured values and photoexcitation spot size, we estimate a local concentration of produced hydrogen peroxide of ∼700 nM within a volume of about 7 x 10^6^μm^3^. The ITO and bare glass control samples (black and gray curves, respectively) display, upon photoexcitation, a current signal in the order of tens of pA, which can be ascribed to photocurrent promoted at the nanoporous BP electrode by light illumination.Figure 1Hybrid P3HT/PB:CytC Interface Locally Generates H~2~O~2~ upon Visible Light(A) Schematic representation of the detection strategy of H~2~O~2~ production upon P3HT polymer photoexcitation. The chemical structure of P3HT is reported.(B) Upper panel: fluorescence image of the illuminated region of the sample. Lower panel: SECM scan lines of H~2~O~2~ production measured as H~2~O~2~ oxidation current at the black platinum probe. P3HT in the dark (blue), P3HT under illumination (red), ITO under illumination (black). Scale bar: 200 μm.(C) Oxidation current recorded at the black platinum microelectrode positioned in the proximity of the substrate: P3HT (red), ITO (black) and optical glass (gray). Time zero corresponds to the illumination onset. Optical stimulus duration, 100 s.(D) Time course of H~2~O~2~ production upon polymer photoexcitation, in 4 mM phosphate buffer (red trace) or in buffer enriched with 10 μM CytC (green trace). See [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} ([Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) for details on trace representation.(E) Energy diagram comparing P3HT Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) (red shaded bars), CytC reduction (green line, see also [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and O~2~/O~2~^-^ reduction potential (dotted line, from ([@bib23])).

Having assessed the capability of photostimulated ITO/P3HT substrate to promote H~2~O~2~ production, we turn our attention to investigating the interaction with the CytC protein. The addition of oxidized CytC (10 μM) to the PB solution does not detectably modify the steady-state photocurrent action spectrum, measured in a two-electrode configuration, typical of the ITO/P3HT/PB device architecture ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, green dotted line). Importantly, SECM chronoamperometry measurements display a markedly different behavior in the first few seconds (\<10 s) after light onset ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). An additional current signal component is observed in presence of CytC further evidenced by data fitting ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although the behavior of the ITO/P3HT/PB interface is reproduced by a single exponential decay, the addition of CytC to the PB implies the need for considering a double exponential fitting curve ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). These features may indicate an active involvement of CytC protein in the photoelectrochemical processes occurring at the P3HT/PB interface. This hypothesis is in agreement with the P3HT and CytC relative energy diagram, reported in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E. The CytC reduction potential was calculated from cyclic voltammetry measurements ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and are in agreement with those reported by ([@bib14]), suggesting that the electron transfer processes between the two moieties are energetically favored. Importantly, the oxygen reduction potential level ([@bib23]) falls within the P3HT band gap and above CytC reduction potential.Table 1The Presence of CytC Affects Photocurrent DynamicsConditionFitting EquationTime ConstantsITO/P3HT/PBy = A~1~∗exp(-x/t~1~) + y~0~t~1~ = (0.157 ± 0.002) sITO/P3HT/PB:CytCy = A~1~∗exp(-x/t~1~) + A~2~∗exp(-x/t~2~) + y~0~t~1~ = (0.108 ± 0.003) s\
t~2~ = (1.160 ± 0.020) s[^3]

To elucidate the role of CytC in the photocatalytic H~2~O~2~ production process by P3HT substrates, SECM approach curves to ITO/P3HT and ITO substrates were carried out in presence and absence of 10 μM CytC in solution. SECM approach curves are a valuable approach to characterize reduction/oxidation processes occurring at liquid/liquid and liquid/solid interfaces ([@bib52], [@bib26]). [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows approach curves obtained in dark condition or upon photostimulation on ITO/P3HT or ITO substrates. The BP microelectrode was biased at 0.6 V versus Ag/AgCl (KCl 3 M) in order to carry out generator (ITO/P3HT substrate) -- collector (BP microelectrode) approach curves. The recorded faradaic current is supposed to increase with increasing proximity to the substrate upon production of the detected species, namely H~2~O~2~. At the same time, the hindering diffusion effect due to the presence of the substrate is expected to decrease the recorded current as the substrate-tip distance becomes closer.Figure 2SECM Approach Curves to ITO and ITO/P3HT SubstratesApproach curves to ITO (A and C) and P3HT substrates (B and D) in absence or presence of 10 μM CytC (top and bottom panels, respectively), upon illumination or in dark conditions.

The approach current associated to bare ITO in absence and presence of CytC (panels A and C, respectively), in dark or upon photostimulation, is compared with the signal recorded for P3HT in similar conditions (panels B and D, respectively). Neither the illumination protocol nor the protein presence leads to detectable differences in the approach curves of bare ITO. Contrariwise, the presence of both the protein and light changes the approach dynamic for P3HT substrate (green dots curve in panel D). In fact, the collector current increases upon P3HT illumination in presence of CytC. H~2~O~2~ is detected at the BP tip up to 250 μm from the substrate. These results confirm that H~2~O~2~ production in the proximity of the substrate is fostered by the presence of CytC, suggesting a synergistic mechanism between P3HT and CytC in the oxygen reduction process and clearly indicating a close interaction between the two moieties. In absence of H~2~O~2~ collection, the approach results in a negative feedback curve, as expected in presence of the pure diffusion hindering effect (all curves of panels A, B, and C and gray curve of panel D).

We notice that chronoamperometry measurements carried out in the macroscopic environment of a standard three-electrode photoelectrochemical cell do not show a markedly different behavior in presence or absence of CytC in the buffer. Indeed, because of the lack of spatial resolution of this technique with respect to SECM, the aforementioned phenomenon cannot be observed in the macroscopic experimental conditions ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Importantly, we stress out that in SECM measurements the P3HT thin film is neither biased nor grounded. This is a key feature toward future application of the technique for intracellular regulation of redox state, further confirming that the complex interplay between polymer photoexcitation, leading to photoelectrochemical processes, and CytC protein, is spatially confined at the hybrid solid/liquid interface and happens without the need of any wiring.

P3HT Photoexcitation Prompts CytC Reduction {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------

The observed functional interaction between CytC protein and P3HT polymer is directly confirmed by spectroelectrochemical measurements ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In order to simultaneously monitor the photocurrent generation in the P3HT-based photoelectrochemical cell and the oxidative state of the protein dissolved in the PB, we coupled polymer optical excitation with both chronoamperometry detection and optical absorption measurement in one single, home-made set-up ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 3P3HT Photoexcitation Reduces CytC(A) Absorbance spectra of oxidized and reduced CytC (light and dark green lines, respectively) and of P3HT solid film (red line). Polymer excitation is also represented by the blue-shaded rectangle.(B) Absorbance variation of CytC before and after polymer CW photoexcitation for 3, 10, and 20 min. An external bias of −200 mV with respect to V~OC~ value is applied (see also [Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the sketch of the setup).(C) Absorption variation of CytC before (time 0) and after P3HT CW photostimulation (20 min), as a function of the external bias. V~OC~, ± 100 mV and ±200 mV potential values are applied during polymer excitation (see also [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The control measurement on a bare ITO electrode at −200 mV respect to V~OC~ is also reported, as a reference for direct photoreduction of CytC (dashed trace).(D) Time variation of 550 nm absorption peak of CytC upon P3HT photoexcitation at V~OC~ (black solid line), V~OC~-- 100 mV (blue solid line), and V~OC~-- 200 mV (cyan solid line). See also [Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for positive applied biases.

The oxidation state of CytC can be easily detected by measuring its absorption spectrum in the spectral range between 520 and 560 nm ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). The protein in the reduced state (dark green trace) shows two clearly distinct peaks at 520 nm and 550 nm, whereas the fully oxidized state (light green trace) is characterized by a broader, less resolved spectrum ([@bib7]). The optical absorption spectrum of P3HT thin film (red trace) and the emission spectrum of the light source used for polymer optical excitation (blue shaded area) are also shown. We notice that the optical excitation matches the conjugated polymer absorption and minimally overlaps with the one of CytC in either forms, thus allowing excluding concomitant optical excitation of the protein. Moreover, in order to avoid any scattering and reflection effect, LED source incidence direction is set at 90° with respect to the spectrophotometer optical path, and the transmitted beam is properly screened. Spectrophotometer optical beam, probing CytC absorption, passes through the PB solution without any overlap with the P3HT thin film sample ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B shows the variation of the optical absorption spectra of CytC at increasing temporal duration of the P3HT photoexcitation protocol, from 0 (black solid line) up to 20 min (light green solid line). In these measurements, a negative bias of 200 mV with respect to open circuit condition was applied, to maximize the current generated by the polymer, in agreement with its photocathodic behavior in contact with the PB (see [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for chronoamperometry curves at different applied voltages, both in the presence and in absence of CytC, and related comments).

Upon continuous optical excitation of the polymer for 3 min (dark green solid line), the CytC absorption spectrum does not show any relevant change with respect to the reference condition in dark (black solid line). However, longer P3HT photoexcitation protocols (CW excitation up to 20 min, green traces) lead to a sizable variation of the CytC absorption spectrum, which visibly shifts from the oxidized to the reduced state. The typical absorption features of the latter show an enhancement in the optical absorbance of 5% and 16%, at 520 nm and 550 nm, respectively. This effect is already saturated upon a P3HT photoexcitation protocol lasting for 10 min. Absorption data clearly indicate a direct correlation between photoelectrochemical processes occurring at the P3HT/PB interface and the redox activity typical of the CytC protein. The dependence of the CytC absorption variation on application of external bias to P3HT further corroborates this result ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). The ITO/P3HT/PB hybrid interface displays a photocathodic behavior. In particular, the current is significantly increased upon bias more negative than the open circuit potential (V~oc~) value, whereas it is not affected by external bias more positive than the V~oc~ ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Accordingly, no significant variation in the protein oxidation state is detected upon positive bias (red and light-red solid lines), being the signal intensity comparable with the non-illuminated control sample (gray solid line). Conversely, at the V~oc~ value, the 550 nm and 520 nm spectral features, typical of the CytC reduced state, are clearly visible (black solid line), and they are even more significantly enhanced upon negative bias (i.e., in the situation maximizing the polymer photocathodic current, [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A substantial difference is achieved upon application of −100 mV with respect to the V~oc~ (dark blue line), with the 550 nm peak increasing by 17%. In the case of external bias equal to −200 mV with respect to V~oc~, the relative variation of the 550 nm absorbance peak is 12% (light blue line). Based on the bias ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C) and temporal ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B) dependence, the link between CytC reduction processes and P3HT photostimulation clearly emerges. Reduction dynamics are better evidenced in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D, reporting the variation of the 550 nm peak over time upon negative applied bias. During illumination upon negative bias, temporal dynamics show three common regimes: (1) an initial phase, immediately after the light onset, in which no variation is recorded with respect to dark condition; (2) an intermediate phase, showing an increase of the relative weight of the feature at 550 nm on the overall absorption spectrum; (3) an equilibrium situation, in which no further changes in the spectrum are recorded. The temporal window corresponding to each phase clearly depends on the external bias. The recorded variation in the optical absorbance, as normalized with respect to the initial condition in dark, is 5% and 15%, for V~OC~ and V~OC~-- 200 mV versus Ag/AgCl external bias, respectively. We define the "response time" as the time required to observe an absorbance increase equal to 10% of the whole dynamic. The more negative the applied bias, the faster the response time, amounting to 429 ± 20.5 s and 276.5 ± 7.1 s for V~OC~ and V~OC~-- 200 mV, respectively. The negative applied bias fosters the electron migration toward the interface ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), leading to a sizable absorption change at earlier times, reflecting a higher CytC reduction rate. The dependence of both the absorbance variation and the response time on the applied bias highlights the role of the polymer mediated light stimulation.

It is worth noting that CytC absorption spectrum minimally overlaps with LED light source used for photoexcitation ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). In order to exclude any possible contribution from direct photoexcitation of CytC, we carried out spectroelectrochemical measurements using bare ITO electrode, reported in [Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Upon visible light excitation the CytC solution does not show relevant absorbance changes, thus ruling out direct photoreduction processes. Furthermore, CytC reduction potential against P3HT and ITO electrodes is lower than the applied negative bias by 0.155 ± 0.015 V versus Ag/AgCl (see CytC cyclic voltammetry with P3HT and ITO working electrode, [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, we can safely exclude any possible contribution to the observed variation in the absorption spectra both from direct CytC photoreduction (i.e., not mediated by the polymer photocurrent generation) and from direct CytC reduction processes upon external bias. Accordingly, control measurements carried out onto the ITO/PB:CytC device allow to conclusively exclude both these two effects ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, black solid line) and further confirm that CytC reduction is unambiguously, directly linked to P3HT photocathodic current. Overall, data in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate the occurrence of electron transfer processes between the organic semiconductor and the protein, triggered by polymer photostimulation.

Role of Molecular Oxygen in the Light-Driven P3HT/PB:CytC Electron Transfer {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

P3HT-based photoelectrochemical systems working in aqueous electrolytes were recently proposed as efficient oxygen reduction systems ([@bib11]). In particular, the role of molecular oxygen dissolved in the electrolyte was demonstrated to be the key component to sustain the photocathodic current generation ([@bib4]). Thus, considering the role of CytC in cellular respiration processes, it is interesting to investigate in detail the O~2~ contribution also in the more complex P3HT/PB:CytC hybrid system.

We carry out electrochemical and spectro-electrochemical measurements in nitrogen-controlled atmosphere ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Linear sweep voltammetry and chronoamperometry scans ([Figures S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A, respectively) show that, upon a decrease up to 80% of dissolved oxygen in the PB bath, the current density is also considerably reduced, by more than one order of magnitude, both in absence and in presence of CytC. Interestingly, the faradaic component of the photocurrent of P3HT in CytC solution upon dissolved O~2~ removal is sensibly higher (by a factor of 81%, as evaluated at 400 s after photoexcitation onset) than the one recorded in bare PB. This may indicate a direct transfer of electrons from the photoexcited polymer to the protein. This effect is more pronounced with the application of V~oc~-- 100 mV versus Ag/AgCl bias (red and blue solid lines in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A), possibly denoting a higher affinity between P3HT and CytC for energy transfer. The oxygen removal from the buffer solution dramatically decreases the oxygen-dependent photoelectrochemical processes, highlighting the presence of a direct electron transfer between the photoexcited polymer and the protein. In order to evaluate the time constants of both these processes, we carried out an exponential fit of the chronoamperometry signals. Interestingly, chronoamperometry curves recorded on ITO/P3HT/PB samples were fitted by a single-exponential curve. Conversely, ITO/P3HT/PB:CytC data are fitted by a double-exponential curve ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 4Molecular Oxygen Acts as Redox Mediator in the Photoexcited P3HT/PB:CytC Electron Transfer(A) Chronoamperometry measurements in absence of oxygen (see [Figure S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for LSV measurements) on ITO/P3HT/PB and ITO/P3HT/PB:CytC at V~OC~ versus Ag/AgCl (red dashed and green solid traces, respectively) and on ITO/P3HT/PB and ITO/P3HT/PB:CytC at V~OC~ -100 mV versus Ag/AgCl (red and blue solid traces, respectively).(B) Chronoamperometry decay dynamics fitting (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} for details).(C) Absorbance of CytC before (black solid line) and after (green solid line) P3HT photostimulation, in V~OC~ condition.(D) Absorbance of CytC before (black solid line) and after (blue solid line) P3HT photostimulation, upon external negative bias (V~OC~-- 100 mV versus Ag/AgCl).

This observation may further suggest the occurrence of a secondary photoelectrochemical process, involving not only direct interaction between photoexcited P3HT polymer and remaining oxygen in the PB bath but also direct interaction between P3HT polymer and CytC, even in nitrogen-controlled atmosphere. Extracted time constants are reported in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Molecular Oxygen Affects Photocurrent DynamicsConditionFitting EquationBiasTime ConstantITO/P3HT/PBy = A~1~∗exp(-x/t~1~) + y~0~V~OC~ versus Ag/AgClt~1~ = 2.51 ± 0.33 sV~OC~-- 100 mV versus Ag/AgClt~1~ = 3.20 ± 0.001 sITO/P3HT/PB:CytCy = A~1~∗exp(-x/t~1~) + A~2~∗exp(-x/t~2~) + y~0~V~OC~ versus Ag/AgClt~1~ = 9.37 ± 0.68 s\
t~2~ = 1.042 ± 0.22 sV~OC~-- 100 mV versus Ag/AgClt~1~ = 15.38 ± 0.007 s\
t~2~ = 1.529 ± 0.002 s[^4]

We observe that the time constant associated to the oxygen reduction photoelectrochemical process (t~1~) is similar both in presence and in absence of CytC, in the order of few s, and in both cases the rate is faster upon negative bias (k~1~ = 0.416 ± 0.12 s^−1^ versus k~1bias~ = 0.312 ± 0.0013 s^−1^). Conversely, the rate of the second decay component, attributed to P3HT/CytC direct electron transfer process, is sizably faster, at V~oc~ (k~2~ = 0.11 ± 0.015 s^−1^) and even more upon negative bias (k~2bias~ = 0.065 ± 0.0006 s^−1^).

Finally, we validated the occurrence of a direct interaction between P3HT polymer and CytC, by means of spectroelectrochemical measurements in nitrogen-controlled atmosphere ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and 4D). [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C reports the absorption spectrum of CytC in partially degassed V~oc~ condition, before and after P3HT photoexcitation (10 min, black and green lines, respectively). In nitrogen-controlled atmosphere, no sizable difference between the pre- and after illumination spectra is observed. However, when the working P3HT electrode is held at V~oc~-- 100 mV versus Ag/AgCl bias ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D), a 1% increase in the absorption spectrum of CytC at 550 nm is detected, thus confirming that the protein undergoes a reduction process as a direct consequence of polymer photoexcitation, even in almost complete absence of dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte solution. In summary, the combination of scanning electrochemical microscopy and spectro-photoelectrochemical experimental data allows elucidating the complex interplay among polymer photocatalytic behavior, CytC redox processes, and oxygen dissolved in water. Overall, the occurrence of three different surface processes, partially overlapped, is evidenced ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 5Photocatalysis of P3HT Actively Regulates CytC Redox State Both through Direct- and Oxygen-Mediated Electron TransferSketch of polymer-mediated, light-triggered electrochemical reactions occurring at the hybrid solid-liquid interface between rr-P3HT, CytC, and PB electrolyte solution. Light (green shaded area) impinges on the polymer thin film from bottom ITO side and generates polaron states, which undergo fast dissociation processes into free charges. Electrons predominantly migrate toward electrolyte interface and allow electron transfer reactions. Three photoelectrochemical reactions are observed: (1) interaction with oxygen dissolved in the aqueous electrolyte (yellow), superoxide formation, and subsequent hydrogen peroxide formation; (2) superoxide formation and subsequent CytC reduction (represented as red-blue transition of the CytC protein); (3) direct interaction between P3HT charged states and CytC(III).

As mentioned before, upon photoexcitation, polaron states are created on ultrafast timescales within the polymer bulk, which subsequently dissociate into free charges. The photocurrent relative sign is compatible with electron migration toward the electrolyte interface and efficient electron transfer sustaining superoxide formation. The latter can give rise to formation of both reactive oxygen species, finally ending with H~2~O~2~ formation ([Equation 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and CytC reduction ([Equation 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Interestingly, a direct interaction between photoexcited polymer charged states and CytC is also observed, leading to a parallel, alternative path for CytC reduction ([Equation 3](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}).$$\left. O_{2}\ \  + \ e^{-}\ \rightarrow\ \ O_{2}^{-} \right.$$$$\left. O_{2}^{-}\  + \ e^{-}\  + \ 2H^{+}\ \rightarrow\ \ H_{2}O_{2}\  \right.$$$$\left. O_{2}^{-}\  + \ CytC\ ^{({III})}\ \rightarrow\ CytC\ ^{({II})}\  + \ O_{2} \right.$$$$\left. P3HT\ ^{-} + \ CytC\ ^{({III})}\rightarrow\ CytC\ ^{({II})} + \ P3HT \right.$$

Polymer/CytC direct, light triggered interplay is strongly spatially localized at the polymer surface, and it can be identified by the use of spatially resolved experimental techniques. Alternatively, it can be partially disentangled from concomitant photoactivated reactions by reducing the concentration of dissolved oxygen and by proper fitting of chronoamperometry dynamics.

Conclusions {#sec2.4}
-----------

In summary, we report on a functional, hybrid interface composed of a prototypical conjugated polymer, based on a thiophene derivative, and CytC protein. Upon photoexcitation, the polymer thin film behaves as intrinsic photocatalyst through oxygen reduction. Scanning electrochemical measurements carried out upon polymer photoexcitation allowed to precisely quantify the efficiency of the process, ending with H~2~O~2~ formation, and to provide an estimation of its spatial extension.

Interestingly, polymer photoexcitation and subsequent light-triggered electron transfer reactions lead to two modulation mechanisms of the protein redox activity, as expected based on polymer/protein electrochemical affinity. The first phototransduction process involves an intermediate step, sustained by superoxide formation. The second one is based on a direct electron transfer between the organic semiconductor and the protein, which leads to CytC reduction reaction, more evident at reduced concentration of dissolved oxygen. Both processes are triggered by light, thus in principle allowing redox signaling modulation with excellent spatial and temporal resolution, as compared with biochemical modulation tools. Importantly, we notice that in SECM measurements the P3HT photoactuator is completely floating, indicating that the aforementioned processes do occur in open circuit conditions, thus not requiring any wiring.

In perspective, our approach may be usefully applied to spatio-temporally confined modulation of intracellular redox signaling, promoting the development of specific targeting strategies that are still lacking. The use of biocompatible conjugated polymers endowed with photocatalytic properties potentially offers the unprecedented opportunity of chemical functionalization with specific drugs and selective targeting of subcellular organelles, paving the way to precise, on-demand cell metabolism modulation, in a reversible manner and by using a completely gene-less, contactless approach.

Limitations of the Study {#sec2.5}
------------------------

We reported on a highly localized, light-driven electron transfer process between a protein and a semiconducting polymer electrode. The combined use of optical excitation and exogenous photoactuators is a promising approach for highly selective and spatially controlled modulation of the cellular redox state, at the organelles level. However, in the current work we employ, as a proof of concept, a planar, thin film electrode. The potential of the reported approach should be demonstrated by engineering biocompatible, P3HT-based beads, safely and selectively targeted to mitochondria. Further steps will assess the photoelectrochemical efficiency within the cell cytosol as well as the long-term dose-response for metabolism modulation in both physiological and pathophysiological conditions.

Resource Availability {#sec2.6}
---------------------

### Lead Contact {#sec2.7}

Further information and requests for resources and materials should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Dr. Maria Rosa Antognazza (<mariarosa.antognazza@iit.it>).

### Materials Availability {#sec2.8}

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

### Data and Code Availability {#sec2.9}

Source data for the figures published in this the paper will be available at: [https://zenodo.org/communities/lionheartedhorizon2020/?page=1&size=20](https://zenodo.org/communities/lionheartedhorizon2020/?page=1%26size=20){#interref0015}.

Methods {#sec3}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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[^3]: Fitting time constants for recorded current signals. The current signals associated to ITO/P3HT/PB and ITO/P3HT/PB:CytC are best fitted by a single and double exponential equation, respectively. Decay time constants are reported as mean ± SD.

[^4]: Fitting time constants for chronoamperometries carried out in controlled nitrogen atmosphere. As in the case of exposure to oxygen dissolved in the buffer, current signals recorded in ITO/P3HT/PB and ITO/P3HT/PB:CytC samples are fitted with a single and double exponential curve, respectively, both in open circuit condition and upon negative bias. Decay time constants are reported as mean ± SD.
